University of Illinois College of Medicine – Faculty and Staff Hiring Protocol
Executive Summary

The imposition of a University-wide hiring freeze has provided the College of Medicine an
opportunity to reexamine its own hiring and recruitment processes and better define them. The
definitions set forth by the Provost of the types of employee hires that can be delegated to the
College versus those that require his approval has created a reasonable framework to categorize
our own hiring into two categories: Type A and Type B. Type B are the more routine
supporting roles that generally facilitate the educational, research, and clinical missions, are
shorter term in nature, and do not create longer term resource obligations. Type A are the more
significant faculty recruits, new programs, and leadership positions that create resource
obligations for the College and departments and naturally require a more in-depth vetting and
analysis. Type B appointments will now include primary clinician/clinical educator faculty
members.*
The categorization of new recruitment and hiring will create two pathways during the hiring
process for each group defined below. The Type B pathway is the less stringent and should
allow sufficient flexibility to meet business needs. Once authority to approve the Type A hires is
delegated to the College, the same processes will be followed. The Dean may also require
certain positions be vetted through the appropriate committee/organizational structures (e.g. MSP
Exec/Board, Executive Committee, Basic/Translations Sciences Heads, etc.).

*Clinician educators are hired into the clinical discipline track (i.e. Assistant Professor of
Clinical “discipline”) and whose primary role is providing clinical service and education in the
clinical setting. The positions have a Physician/Surgeon title and a clinical discipline faculty
title. The minimum FTE for the Physician/Surgeon will be 60% FTE. This approach makes
clear the faculty role as clinician/educator, provides sufficient flexibility with the appointment
and funding, and provides a consistent approach to structuring appointments for this faculty
group.
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University of Illinois College of Medicine – Faculty and Staff Hiring Protocol
Effective February 4, 2010: The Provost’s memo of January 29th has created certain
requirements of the College in response to the “absolute hiring freeze” imposed by President
Ikenberry effective January 4, 2010. It has also provided the opportunity for the College to
reexamine its own hiring and recruitment practices and better define the sequences of events
and associated protocols. We expect authority will be delegated to the Dean’s Office by
March 15, 2010 to approve certain positions that currently require the Provost’s approval.
However, it is apparent that these types of positions are of the nature that requires a level of
commitment and resource identification that warrants a closer examination and vetting
process. Therefore, once the approval process has been delegated, we will adhere to the
same processes described below. The Dean may also require certain positions be vetted
through the appropriate committee/organizational structures (e.g. MSP Exec/Board,
Executive Committee, Basic/Translations Sciences Heads, etc.).
Effective February 4, 2010, the processes will be revised as follows:
1. All hiring requires an approved “Recommendation and Authorization Hiring Approval”
(RAHA) form. This form is already in place.
2. Certain forms can be approved by the College; others require the Provost’s approval.
a. Provost Approval – Type A:
i. Tenure track faculty recruits
ii. Critical leadership positions (including academic professional > $90K)
iii. Faculty and staff on programmatic startups requiring new resource
commitments
iv. New faculty obligating some percentage of state funds (except Clinician
Educators described below)
b. Dean Approval – Type B:
i. Clinician Educators – 60/40 Clinical discipline track*
ii. 100% grant funded support positions
iii. Post-doctorate Fellows
iv. Pre-doctorate Fellows
v. Academic hourly
vi. Graduate student hourly
vii. Undergraduate student employees
viii. Extra help
ix. Graduate assistants (TAs and RAs and GAs)
x. Instructional faculty on term-by-term appointments
3. Sequence of Events:
a. Positions requiring Provost Approval – Type A:
i. Unit submits Request to Open Position (ROP) form and appropriate search
documents
ii. RAHA is NOT submitted at this time
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iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

If ROP approval obtained, search may commence
Usual required A&E, etc. documents completed
When finalist identified, RAHA is submitted
If tenure is being considered, CV should be routed through COM FAHR at
the point to consider viability for tenure
vii. If RAHA approved, Request to Extend Offer (REO) form submitted with
draft offer, CV, business plan (if required)
viii. If REO approved, offer may be tendered
b. Positions only requiring Dean’s Approval – Type B:
i. Unit submits ROP and RAHA together
ii. Appropriate verification of available/source of funds, exemption criteria,
etc. must be provided.
iii. If ROP and RAHA approved, REO and draft offer may be submitted.
iv. If REO approved, offer may be tendered
Other Considerations:






Visiting appointments, although desirable during this period of budget uncertainty, may
not be used to bypass any of the process described above. They must be presented for
approval following the appropriate sequence of events for either Type A or Type B.
Upon any proposed conversion of a visiting appointment to permanent, the appropriate
sequence of events must again be followed.
Research appointments are assumed to be various AP positions (research specialists,
techs, etc.), post docs, and Research Track Faculty. Tenure track faculty (RT and CT
track) generally adhere to a 51% tenure obligation. Although this is fairly commonplace
in the CT track, there is currently no standardized analogue in the RT track. We are
working with Campus Faculty Affairs HR on this issue.
Academic Professional hires under $90K that are not explicitly defined in Type B will
still require a RAHA but not ROP and REO.

*Clinician Educators 60/40 Rule: All new faculty hires that are truly primarily
clinical/clinician educators will be clinical discipline track (i.e. Prof of Clinical “discipline”) and
will be funded at a minimum ratio of 60% physician surgeon and 40% faculty title. The
expectation is that although the Physician Surgeon line provides certain flexibility, the faculty
member will remain > 50% FTE. The assumption is total compensation will be consistent and
subject to clinical productivity and departmental incentive plans. This 60/40 split is intended to
clarify the primary clinician teacher role, better define tenure versus non-tenured faculty, avoid
triggering W agreements prior to promotion to senior rank, and creates the desired consistency
required by Campus faculty HR.
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